
Week Ending: Friday 24th June 2022

Welsh of the Week

Beth wyt ti’n gwisgo? - 
What are you wearing?

Dw i’n gwisgo… - I am 
wearing a…

Siwmper - Jumper
Cardigan - Cardigan

Crys t - T-shirt
Trowsus - Trousers

Sgert - Skirt
Ffrog - Dress
Teits - Tights

Esgidiau - Shoes

Important reminders and information
Home - School Communication

To see more of what we do in Dosbarth Hensol/Ogwr, please visit our school Twitter page,
@ysgolyddraig #YYDHENSOL #YYDOGWR

Please pay attention to our Reception notice board. We will use this to communicate any reminders and changes 
with you.

Property
We would like to take this opportunity to remind parents and guardians to please refrain from sending your child to 

school with any toys, jewelry or general knick-knacks. They can be distracting for children and can impact their 
learning. Please refrain from bringing in any toys, valuables or sentimental items as they may be lost, broken or 

misplaced.  All personal belonging must be clearly labelled.

Summer Term
As the Summer term approaches, we will be using our outdoor classroom for prolonged periods of time . We would 
like to remind parents and guardians that children need to be dress appropriately including hats and sunglasses if 
possible. If appropriate, please provide your child with a labelled sun hat and apply sunscreen to your child before 

school and you can send a labelled bottle of sunscreen to school with your child which they can re-apply at 
lunchtime. As the temperature warms up, please may we ask that all pupils are sent in with a bottle of water.

School Fayre
Next Wednesday, every year group will be invited to explore the Year 6 Fayre. There will be stalls and games for 

children to play and buy. Children are invited to bring in money to purchase items at the Fayre, however some stalls 
will be free. If you would like to send money in, please make sure it is in a labelled envelope or purse.

Dosbarth Hensol/Ogwr Reception News

We have continued with our topic of ‘What Might Happen Next?’ this week by 
looking into sinking and floating. For enrichment, we did two different 
experiments, one to find objects that either floated or sunk and one to make a 
boat. During our sinking and floating experiment, we found out that an apple, 
scissors and a dice sunk and a banana, a Lego block and a tissue float. For our boat 
experiment, we made a tin foil boat each and then dropped gems in to see how 
many it would hold before it sank. Our best boat held 296 gems before sinking!

In maths this week, we have continued exploring addition and subtraction by 
looking at number families. We used a template to help us explore different to 
make 5 or 10. We learnt that with number families the biggest number is always the 
answer to an addition problem and with subtraction, the biggest number must 
always come first.

In literacy we have been making predictions. We conducted another experiment 
but beforehand we made a prediction about what might happen next. We checked 
whether we were right or wrong and wrote our predictions in our books.

We would like to say a well done and congratulations to Dosbarth Ogwr and 
Hensol on their brilliant Dragon Dance performance! We are so proud of them all 
and thank you for all parents who were able to attend. Photos of practices will be 
shared on twitter.

Thank you, Reception Team


